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Every year the International Rescue Committee produces a
humanitarian watchlist that highlights some of the most pressing
human crises around the world. In an attempt to engage global
leaders and educate the general public, the report represents an
international call to action. This year more than ever, advocacy and
awareness are crucial tools to promoting international action.
Especially as many developed countries have severed international
aid in a bid to support their COVID-19 recovery systems.
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With a population of 31.3 million, Mozambique is by no means a quiet country, and
stretching along the South-Eastern coast of Africa, the former Portuguese colony faces both
human and natural threats – no better expressed through the crossed AK-47 and hoe
present on their flag. A harsh combination of both has constrained their response to the
pandemic and will likely continue to act as an impediment as it attempts to play its role on
the international and African stage. 

Since 2018, small bouts of violent looting in the North of the country have exponentially grown into
coordinated terrorist assaults with organisational preparation and access to military grade
weapons. According to Edmond Suluku, the Director of People and Operations in Emergencies at
the International Rescue Committee, focused attacks by the terror groups Al-Shabaab and ISIL in
significant population centres of the province of Cabo Delgado have caused mass displacement
across the country. Estimates of 500,000 people have been suggested. More recently, the number
of those affected and in dire need of humanitarian assistance has doubled since 2020 to 1.3 million
and must be recognised more widely across the West. The area most affected had already been
considered under-developed in comparison to the rest of Mozambique, meaning medical
infrastructure and supply chains were already significant problems in the region. This goes without
mentioning the devastating effects of Cyclone Kenneth, which caused damage to major roads and
transport that links to the rest of the country. This intensifying conflict has increasingly isolated the
province, and this has, in turn, meant that women and children are dangerously exposed to abuse
and exploitation including forced recruitment and forms of sexual violence.

JOSEPH A. PENGELLY DEL CERRO
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On the natural front, numerous cyclones in 2019 hit Mozambique hard across the entire
nation. Many were left homeless, out of education, and lacking access to key services and
healthcare. 43% of children face chronic malnutrition and women’s equality remains at an
unhealthy level. Considered to be the strongest cyclone to hit Africa, Cyclone Kenneth really
did leave its mark on the already fragile state.

Mozambique, therefore, will undoubtedly only continue to face an uphill battle for as long as
climate change interferes with the region’s weather systems.
As asserted previously, both these threats have compounded to incur shock within
Mozambique. This has resulted in a slow response to the COVID-19 pandemic and a recovery
plagued with problems and hurdles. 46% of people live in poverty, and with farming and
fishing being disrupted by armed attacks in the North mean that on top of a drastic shortage
of provisions to tackle the issues of the day, 900,000 people face crisis-levels of food
insecurity. A tragic reality.

How You Can Help

Thankfully, supporting those suffering in Mozambique is an easier task, with many
established charities and organisations extending help to the region:

Save the Children: facilitates numerous ways of helping those most in need. You can
donate, sponsor, and buy gifts for children suffering the most from the multiple problems
they face as they grow older - https://www.savethechildren.org/us/where-we-
work/mozambique

UNICEF: As always UNICEF recognises the need for funding and estimates that $96.5 million
is needed. You can donate to this effort on their website at:
https://www.unicef.org/appeals/mozambique

ActionAid: With a plan to support the basic needs of Mozambique’s most vulnerable
communities, ActionAid aims to create a strong humanitarian response mission through food
and health packages. They also are working ensure women are heard and provided with the
specific help they need that has been lacking from domestic services:
https://www.actionaid.org.uk/about-us/where-we-work/mozambique
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Hello! My name is Tala Karkanawi. I am a Lebanese/Saudi Arabian student at Brunel
University London studying Law (L.L.B). I have recently assumed the position of Under-
Secretary-General for Chairing at London International Model UN Foundation for 2022, but
I've been participating in Model UN ever since middle school, and it's the reason why I'm
doing Law today. Getting into the world of MUN has led me to politics, which I realised I
have an immense passion for. I have been a part of multiple national and international
MUN conferences as a delegate, chair and director. I am the program director at Brunel
MUN, and Editor-In-Chief of the Brunel Lawyer (my university’s law review) and I try to
inspire delegates into the path of the United Nations. I am also a writer at a local
newspaper in Lebanon (The Phoenix Daily) where I cover national and international
political, legal, and social disputes that are currently happening in our world today. In
addition, I am an advocate for women rights, especially Muslim women who are portrayed
negatively by the media and their society.

Lebanon: The Tragic Tale of a Beautiful Country

Lebanon has been in a state of emergency since late 2019 when the October Revolution
has begun. It has been rocked by an economic crisis, political and social instability, hit
hard by the COVID-19 pandemic like the rest of the world, and to top it all off, the Beirut
bomb that took place on 4th of August 2020. It has left almost 300,000 people displaced,
250+ dead, and more than 7000 injured people. 
Lebanon, a vibrant country in the Middle-east laying across the Mediterranean Sea, a
country that was once called the Paris and Switzerland of the Middle-east, is hitting rock
bottom. The Lebanese Pound has lost around 90% of its value since 2019 eroding
people’s ability to access basic goods – including food, shelter, basic necessities and
healthcare. In addition to that, the pandemic has worsened the situation compounding
poverty, social and economic hardships 
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On August 4 2020 at exactly 18:07, the Beirut blast has shocked the country and neighbouring countries
with its force. It was heard that even in Cyprus they were able to hear the blast. President Michel Aoun and
then-Prime Minister Hassan Diab mentioned that the explosion was caused by 2,750 tonnes of ammonium
nitrate that had been stored in a warehouse under the Beirut port for at least 6 years. The president and
every single governmental official removed their hands from the situation claiming they had “no knowledge”
whatsoever. 
Moreover, electricity blackouts became widespread all over the country, lasting up to 20 hours a day with no
electricity. This has caused major issues, especially in the medical sector leaving hospitals with no power
whatsoever to provide life-saving care. 

Lebanese security forces, including army personnel, internal security forces, and so on, have used extreme
and risky force on several occasions, especially after the October 2019 revolution on peaceful civilians
protesting for the sake of their lives. 

It is important to note that the Lebanese economy has long depended on a regular in-flow of US dollars, and
the Central Bank has secured the Lebanese pound to the US dollar at an official exchange rate of 1,507.5
Lebanese pounds since 1997. However, over the past decade, as the growth of the economy keeps
decreasing, this resulted to a decline in the circulation of dollars in the country. Moreover, this led to
depositors withdrawing the dollars from their accounts ever since the lack of confidence in the banks rose in
2019, hence, making the dollar increasingly scarce in the country. This caused the unofficial exchange rate to
reach almost 22,000 Lebanese Pounds in August 2021 with extreme fluctuations every day. 

The world bank has predicted that the poverty rate will increase to 50% in Lebanon, and unfortunately, it
overpassed this rate. With the depreciation of the Lebanese pound, the price of basic goods and necessities
like medicine and groceries have tripled in price, eroding people’s ability to afford basic food and medical
care. 
Moving to external hardships, foreign intervention is extremely significant in Lebanon with tremendous
influence coming from countries like Saudi Arabia, Iran, United States and Syria. Tensions between Iranian-
led militia Hezbollah and Israel is extremely high with multiple disputes around the border. This is in addition
to Israel violating Lebanese airspace on multiple occasions. Moreover, when the Syrian civil war erupted in
the early 2010s, this caused a huge refugee crisis in Lebanon accumulating around 2 million Syrian refugees,
still increasing, in a country that is not able to handle its own citizens first. 

A beautiful, vibrant country with resilient citizens, a capital city that was destroyed and built 7 times, Lebanon
is going through a setback, but this won’t be the end of it. As a Lebanese diaspora, I dream of going back to
my country with open arms, but until then, the 16 million Lebanese ex-pats are working on themselves to go
back to their country with a hope to rebuild it into the dream it used to be.  



THE HIDDEN REALITIES
OF YEMEN - BASED ON
THE INTERNATIONAL
RESCUE COMMITTEE
WATCHLIST 2021

NICHOLLE MONTEVALDE
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The year 2020 that marked the change in a decade also heralded a growing awareness of
the various humanitarian needs around the world. Combined with the worldwide
pandemic that struck us all, the need for humanitarian funding, diplomacy and
coordinated, international response is more instrumental than ever towards aiding
countries to recover. 

Ranked #1 in the Watchlist 2021, a document published by The International Rescue
Committee is Yemen. The launch of Watchlist 2021 calls for global leaders to take action
now, ‘before decades of hard-won progress on reducing poverty, hunger and disease is
lost or even reversed’. Yemen has remained in the top position of the Watchlist for 3
years, highlighting the unrelenting plight that has plagued the people of Yemen
throughout the 5-year conflict. The Yemen conflict is also recognised as ‘the largest
humanitarian crisis in the world’ in the World Report 2021, ‘the worst [humanitarian
crisis] in the world’ by the United Nations and labelled a ‘living hell for (the more than 12
million Yemenis) children’ by UNICEF.

Imagine living through 5 years of armed conflict, political crisis, facing food shortages,
homelessness, a lack of fully functioning health facilities, all while trying to cope with a
global pandemic, with no sign of resolution on the horizon- a reality facing 24.3 million
people, 80% of Yemen’s population. Out of the 29.8 million population, 16.1 million
people are facing ‘crisis’ level or worse regarding food insecurity (IPC 3+) in 2021,
amounting to 54%- over half the population are at the risk of starvation. The statistics are
horrifying: 20.5 million people lack access to clean water and sanitation, 3.6 million
people internally displaced, 53.2% child stunting due to malnutrition- all due to political
differences that escalated the war in 2015. The conflict is summarised below by the
Council on Foreign Relations as a civil war turned ‘proxy war: Iran-backed Houthi rebels,
who overthrew the Yemeni government, are pitted against a multinational coalition led by
Saudi Arabia’.



The fight that began due to differing political ideologies has now resulted in some of the
largest threats towards human rights. Not only do the Yemenis face the COVID-19
pandemic and a ‘steep drop in humanitarian funding’, they are currently at risk of famine.
Food insecurity, according to the Watchlist, is ‘rising, and 47,000 Yemenis are projected to
face the worst (“catastrophe”, IPC 5) levels of food insecurity in 2021’. Yemenis assert they
are more concerned about hunger than the effects and impacts of COVID-19. At the end of
2020, the recorded malnutrition statistics regarding children under 5 was the highest ever
recorded, and with no sign of a political resolution on the horizon, many fear that the war
will be prolonged and worse violations towards human rights may be inevitable.

Since 2015, the UN and its partners have been actively involved in providing humanitarian
aid and support on the ground. According to the United Nations Foundation, the UN’s
World Food Programme reaches more than 8 million Yemenis, distributing 100,000 metric
tons of food commodities at more than 5000 points. The World Health Organisation has
worked alongside UNICEF to further provide more than 300,000 people with cholera
vaccines; the UN Population Fund (UNFPA) has provided sexual and reproductive health
services to 250,000 girls and women and the UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian
Affairs (OCHA) worked closely with governments and humanitarian partners at all levels to
enhance coordination. Combined with the valuable work with other partner organisations
such as the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), there has been
valuable help and aid administered to many Yemenis, yet severe underfunding has
massively impacted the humanitarian operations. 

According to the UNHCR, 271 million in US dollars is required to fund 2021 operations, with
various planning figures that include providing 1,000,000 displaced Yemeni and 44,500
refugees with multi-purpose cash assistance, 420,000 displaced Yemeni to receive
emergency shelters among various support systems that include food assistance,
educational aid, and much more. Only 1 million USD was received in the beginning of 2021.
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Furthermore, it is evident that the war in Yemen has hit those who are least responsible- children.
The statistics in Yemen regarding children clearly reinforce the statement. According to
savethechildren.org, 93% of children are in need of various forms of humanitarian assistance, with
70% of children without access to clean water nor sanitation. Almost 1 in 5 children have lost their
homes, and 7.4 million children are in need of child protection assistance. 10.3 million children do
not have enough food to eat. UNICEF USA states that 'in Yemen, a child dies every 10 minutes from
preventable causes.
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The turmoil that faces Yemen is undeniably one of the greatest humanitarian
crises that our generation lives alongside. Ending the catastrophe in Yemen
and negotiating a ceasefire may be one of the most challenging political
battles we must face- but clearly, the suffering in Yemen has gone on for far
too long. As Omeisy, one of Yemen’s most prominent political analysts and
activists declares: ‘We can’t afford to give up’. We must convince governments
and organisations of the urgency, and push towards ending the violations of
human rights in Yemen. It is in everyone’s interest to push towards a peaceful
and sustainable future for all.

There are multiple worthy organisations that are bravely continuing to alleviate
human suffering within Yemen, such as the Islamic Relief, Human Appeal,
UNICEF and Save the Children. The violation of human rights might seem
distant to us, yet while we may not have the monetary opportunities to
provide charity, we can heighten awareness through various social media
platforms, and help Yemen in our own ways.



The hasty 3-month campaign by the
Taliban, who were stripped of their
power 20 years ago, to reconquer a
country has seen a significant and
disastrous turn in the past days. On
August 16th, the Taliban effectively
controlled 391 out of the 398 Afghan
districts including the capital Kabul, and
after President Ashraf Ghani fled the
country to an undisclosed
neighbouring location on August 15th,
the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan was
replaced by the Islamic Emirate of
Afghanistan. This quickly developing
situation, enabled by President Biden’s
decision to withdraw all US troops from
the territory by  September 11th has
shocked international opinion by the
expediency and ease of the Taliban’s
reconquest after 20 years of
international presence and support led
by the US, spending of over $1000
billion for the reconstruction and
military training of the country.

AThe current situation seems to be occupying
the international community’s political
instability. Various security implications
combined with the plausible flow of refugees
arriving in western countries has worsened
the situation of Afghanistan- a country that
was already placed in the 2nd spot of the IRC
watchlist even before the sudden return of
the Taliban to power.

The IRC reports show that as Afghanistan
moved into 2021, it was exposed to a triple
threat. Adding to an ever-growing climate
change threat and a very unstable and
unworkable peace process, the outbreak of
COVID-19 has exacerbated problems of food
insecurity, already widely affecting the
country. As a huge portion of the population
saw their income reduced in a staggering
economy, lingering lockdowns forced
hundreds and thousands of refugees to
return to the country, adding pressure on a
country that is expected to have 42% of its
population “face crisis or worse levels of food
insecurity in 2021”.

THE PERPETUAL
STRUGGLE FOR
PEACE AND
STABILITY IN
AFGHANISTAN

LUCAS DARDILHAC
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Climate change is also listed by the
report as one of the major threats. As
the world is strongly experiencing the
effects of climate change, Afghanistan’s
extreme vulnerability to extreme
weather and natural disasters has
already forced the displacement of 1.1
million people according to the Internal
Displacement Monitoring Centre.
These conditions have increasingly
been providing fertile ground to
alleviate food insecurity.

Since the toppling of the Taliban regime in
2001 Afghan women have been constantly
fighting to increase their rights in public
and private life. Nonetheless, despite
some improvement, the IRC still reports
that “women are [still] disproportionately
affected by crises”. The high rate of
violence against women and early
marriages have been supplemented by a
higher lack of access to healthcare and
higher danger resulting from job loss
during the pandemic as almost three-
quarters of the women are working in the
informal sector (providing less public and
social safety protections). The Taliban’s
seizing of power further casts a shadow
on the struggle for women’s rights with a
fear of brutal regression as their model of
society is based on a stringent and harsh
interpretation of Islam. Despite recent
Taliban promises that this time, women
will be able to participate in public life,
protected by laws and that no women will
be forced into marriage (which recent
reports have already contradicted), it is
likely to see the return of the pre-2001
Taliban regime, where women could not
access education or work outside from
home, could not appear in public unless
entirely covered and with a male escort,
with violators being sentenced to flogging
or death.

Finally, the IRC points out that the tackling of
the main guiding thread to the conflict, which
has been a humanitarian crisis enhanced by a
sustained and massive internal and external
displacement of population, has been very
difficult due to the dangerous access to the
region that faces aid workers. The region
remains very unstable, and political instability
very often forces personnel and centres to
close or relocate, restricting the efficiency of a
humanitarian response.

In spite of the recent return of the Taliban to
power, raising many questions on the fate of
the country, the IRC report does not become
obsolete. As a matter of fact, it turns out even
more concerning. Issues raised in the watchlist
are thought to dramatically affect the lives of
the Afghan population. These have been
developing deep-rooted concerns for a
number of years and are mostly independent
of change in the political order, as radical as it
is. Indeed, it is not expected to change in a
favourable manner and can in some instances
be dramatically worsened.
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The very difficult challenge also lies in the complex
place of the international community. Indeed, the
history of international and especially western
intervention in the country has created much
controversy. Despite huge amounts of money
injected in the country, one can only contemplate
today the dramatic outcome of a very messy and
unproductive 20-years intervention.
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However, while some are considering and evaluating the chances of a successful dialogue
and establishment of relations with a Taliban government, it seems today very unlikely. Yet,
the urgency of the humanitarian situation calls for international involvement to protect
threatened populations. If some countries like the UK have already called for a plan to
welcome Afghan refugees, French president Emmanuel Macron has, on Monday 16th,
addressed the Afghan situation, calling for an EU-wide plan to control a possible increase in
incoming migration flows as he declared “we must anticipate and protect ourselves against
major irregular migratory flows”.

If this declaration seems to weaken the prospect of an extensive and active refugee
protection programme, it is still too early to draw any conclusions. As we are in the midst of
a very evolving and hard to predict situation, many actors, UN foremost, still have not
unveiled their position for future action.
Although a way out of the crisis, as far as it seems, is not conceivable without political
dialogue, we can all help and support humanitarian relief now. As the IRC already placed
Afghanistan very high on their watchlist, they have monitored this recent outburst very
closely providing an information and donation page, to support their action in the country.

Information page:https://www.rescue.org/country/afghanistan

Donation page: 
https://help.rescue.org/donate/afghanistan?
ms=ws_country_afghanistan&initialms=ws_country_afghanistan

The IRC is far from being the only organisation active in Afghanistan. Here are some other
non-exhaustive examples. Reading and sharing latest information to raise awareness and
donating are the best way to help:
-https://www.bbc.com/news/topics/c8nq32jw5r5t/afghanistan
-https://donate.unhcr.org/int/en/afghanistan-situation
-https://www.unicef.org.uk/donate/donate-and-help-protect-children-in-afghanistan/
-https://donate.redcross.org.uk/appeal/afghanistan-crisis-appeal?
c_name=Afghanistan%20Crisis%20Appeal&c_source=Homepage%20Herobox&c_medium
=Internal&c_creative=Donate%20Landing_Homepage%20Afghanistan%20appeal%20with
%20graphic&c_code=175149&adg=BRC%20Site

https://www.rescue.org/country/afghanistan
https://help.rescue.org/donate/afghanistan?ms=ws_country_afghanistan&initialms=ws_country_afghanistan
https://www.bbc.com/news/topics/c8nq32jw5r5t/afghanistan
https://donate.unhcr.org/int/en/afghanistan-situation
https://www.unicef.org.uk/donate/donate-and-help-protect-children-in-afghanistan/
https://donate.redcross.org.uk/appeal/afghanistan-crisis-appeal?c_name=Afghanistan%20Crisis%20Appeal&c_source=Homepage%20Herobox&c_medium=Internal&c_creative=Donate%20Landing_Homepage%20Afghanistan%20appeal%20with%20graphic&c_code=175149&adg=BRC%20Site


Chad is considered a “forgotten crisis” despite its need for urgent support that is only
now being made known to the public. Remaining on the frontlines of both man-made
conflict and climate disasters, it is in the throes of interconnected humanitarian crises
such as rising conflicts in the Lake Chad region, climate change-induced weather
changes affecting food scarcity and susceptibility to disease which impacts responses to
the Covid-19 pandemic. As such, promoting Chad's inclusion on the International
Rescue Committee Watchlist (IRC) which brings awareness to Chad’s multiple and
complex humanitarian crises promotes greater international support so people may not
just survive but also rebuild and recover. As such, this article will look at the various
interconnected humanitarian concerns such as the conflicts in the Lake Chad region,
the effects of climate change, alongside the breakdown of infrastructure critical to
COVID-19 response systems. 

CHAD: A
HUMANITARIAN
CRISIS
MULTIPLIER 

YASMIN DAVE

Chad is the most vulnerable country to climate emergencies such as floods and
droughts. An example is in how 388,000 people (UNHCR) were affected, either displaced
or denied access to infrastructure. Lake Chad was declared one of the worst
emergencies in the world by the United Nations as climate change is compromising
biosphere reserves, world heritage area and Ramsar sites, as well as wetlands with
international conservation importance due to their vast aquatic biodiversity. The
increased floods and droughts alongside other climate emergencies in the region have
compromised the lake’s drinking water, irrigation, fishing, livestock and economic activity
for over 30 million people. All these natural resources act as a vital source for
surrounding indigenious and farming communities in one of the poorest continents
(Down to Earth). Coupled with the rising conflict in the Lake Chad Region, the instability
of the region is a cause of serious concern, with 44,000 displaced due to conflict in the
first half of the year alone (IDMC). 
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With Chad's ability as a state to adapt to climate change diminishing, responses to floods
and their by-products of water alongside food scarcity have been increasingly difficult in
light of the COVID-19. Moreover, the increase of seasonal flooding has impacted critical
infrastructures such as sanitation systems, imperative to preventing and managing COVID-
19 as lack of sanitation increases exposure to both malaria and cholera outbreaks.
Similarly, floods damage farmland and pastures, which remain vital in securing long-term
access to food and nutrition. In Chad, nearly 2 million people have been affected by health
emergencies, with the most vulnerable from all ages of society such as children under age
5, pregnant women to the elderly being impacted most severely. Furthermore, Chad did
not have the health infrastructures needed pre-COVID-19 to deal with pre-existing health
and resource issues. As such, they were ill-equipped to effectively respond to COVID-19 as
an additional crisis. In light of such complex crises, both the IRC and United Nations in
Chad aim to educate communities in regards to maintaining early warning systems that
prevent disease and enable health workers to respond swiftly to outbreaks. They also
provide health, nutrition, livelihoods and health services throughout various refugee
camps. Furthermore, it's clear that increased awareness of such complex humanitarian
crises in Chad can help highlight the need for greater aid and involvement in the region
from both domestic and international groups and states. 
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The historical precedent of conflict for the people around Lake Chad continues alongside the
violent conflict paradox between state security forces and armed opposition groups, which
hinders access towards further humanitarian aid that can provide access to resources. As such,
the increasing effects of climate change and overuse has reduced the basin's water body by
90%, which in turn has increased the conflict for vital resources and infrastructure as farmers
and herders continue to fight over pasture and water 

access. As such, the need to migrate to surrounding areas in search of water and income
continues to increase, with over 2.3 million people being forced to flee their homes (Plan
International). However, due to the heavy counter-insurgency measures in place by the
government, movement is once again severely hindered. Moreover, the drying of Lake
Chad has exacerbated both conflict and poor infrastructure in the region- all of which
accumulated to the rising difficulty in responding effectively to the Covid-19 crisis.
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Some ways you can support and aid in providing humanitarian relief for Chad's
growing complex crises include raising awareness through sharing information via
social media to help others in understanding why Chad's crisis is so critical and global.
Similarly, charities like the British Red Cross have created disaster funds to provide
better response systems to natural disasters like floods, particularly in areas like Chad.
With the ever-changing climate and its effects on the availability of food, Action
Against Hunger not only provides food to vulnerable areas but also aims to support
the sustainable development of pasture usage and local health systems. 



NO HELP BEYOND
THE WALL

SHIVA PANT
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Who should be blamed for what Palestine is now? What is the situation of people living
in the West Bank and Gaza? Who will take the responsibility and what all is predicted to
happen? 
The state of Palestine with a population of just 5.1 million currently has 2.4 million
people who are seriously in need of humanitarian aid from organisations from all
around the world. The region of Palestine is one of the most politicised regions in the
world and the people living in that area constantly face life or death situations which
makes their survival difficult. If we talk in numbers, half of the Gaza population requires
humanitarian assistance. 

Lockdown rules implemented in areas such as the Gaza Strip have made survival
difficult for the citizens because what these areas lack is basic access to medical
care and clean water facilities. Amid the pandemic, government actions such as
those taken by the US government to withdraw funding to the Palestinian authority
has had a devastating impact on the economy, causing a domino effect on various
institutions of the government. Also, due to COVID-19, the household poverty rates
have increased from 53% to 64% in Gaza and in the West Bank, and it has been
seen that the household poverty rate has doubled to 30%. Unemployment is also
on a rise as 49% of the population in the Gaza area now come under that bracket.
The government’s policy to deal with COVID is through the imposition of a
lockdown but due to that, a lot of people became out of work. Due to COVID
restrictions, the state which stil is heavily dependent on Israel has seen a drop in
people and goods. Thus, having an impact on the citizens of Palestine.
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The recent outbreak of violence in this area is a clear sign of the dangers that this population
faces. These political tensions are not just a thing of the past- people in Gaza live with a fear
of death by not knowing what can happen in the present due to the political tensions which
have taken place in the past, such as the major outbreaks of violence in the years 2009, 2012,
2014 and 2021. Thus, if Israel tries to annex parts of the West Bank, it will likely trigger wide-
scale protests and unrest in the area. 

Therefore, the political tensions between Israel and Palestine act as a clear indication that
even with only a small amount of fuel, it remains a passionately burning conflict. The
population in Palestine seems to undergo various challenges and problems and something
needs to be done by the international organisations and governments of the neighbouring
countries. 
Non-profitable organisations such as Medical Aid for Palestinians, Rebuilding Alliance and
Save the Children are a few which are working to help the Palestinian population amid the
crisis. We as privileged citizens should help these organisations to make life better for them.  



Over the past five years, Venezuela has plummeted into a major socio-political and 
economic crisis, which has now been further worsened by the ongoing COVID-19
pandemic. The country’s unemployment figures stood at 9.14% as of 2020, making it
one of the lowest employment rates in Latin America. Alongside this high
unemployment, people face severe difficulties in accessing basic necessities including
food and medicine, which has forced millions of Venezuelan citizens to flee their own
homes in search of a better life for their families. With a shattered healthcare system
and crippling food scarcity, people have no choice. The country’s economic crisis has
triggered the displacement of roughly 5.4 million Venezuelans, the second-largest
displacement in the world, just after Syria. The imposition of COVID-19 restrictions have
restricted movement in and out of the country, leaving millions trapped in limbo whilst
food sources continue to deplete, and the humanitarian crisis worsens. Moreover,
simultaneous lockdowns in other Latin American countries are pushing already
displaced Venezuelans to return back to their country, with no prospect of a secure job
or home to return to. As the pandemic continues to intensify the economic crisis,
greater social unrest becomes more inevitable.

ECONOMIC
TURMOIL AND
SOCIO-POLITICAL
DISASTER IN
VENEZUELA 

ANOUSHKA NEGI
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To give some context to the crisis, from 1999-2013 Venezuela was governed by President Hugo
Chávez who made promises during his campaign to reduce inequality. In spite of this, his policies
to reduce inequality did not have the intended outcome. Chávez took charge over price controls
in an effort to make goods more affordable to the general public- however this then prompted
businesses to stop production of such basic goods since there was no profit to be made,
ultimately resulting in major goods shortages. Further policies to counteract these measures
were put in place, for example the loosening of foreign currency controls meant that traders
could sell in dollars, however this again reintroduced the initial problem of unaffordable goods
for the poor. Adding on to this poor policy planning, continual lack of infrastructure investments,
further heightened by US sanctions on Venezuela’s oil sector, have significantly damaged such a
key industry from which most of Venezuela’s government revenue is generated. Arising from
these problems comes even more issues in the form of hyperinflation and social unrest. 
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Since the start of the pandemic Venezuela’s economy has shrunk by a further 26% (as of
2020), the key causation here being attributed mainly to the collapse of the Venezuelan
oil industry. Recent US sanctions, due to the political disputes occurring in Venezuela,
mean that there is little hope of economic recovery anytime soon and the situation may
even become worse due to the ongoing pandemic. COVID-19 restrictions have forced
other Latin countries such as Columbia and Peru to send Venezuelans back home in
order to protect their own citizens as best as they can, thereby increasing the burden on
Venezuela’s own government to re-house, employ and feed these returning families in
what is now the world’s fourth-largest food crisis centre. 

The deteriorating economic condition of Venezuela alongside food shortages, a
crippling health care system, mass unemployment and COVID-19 restrictions, has
caused inevitable social unrest. As of September 2020, Venezuela was averaging
roughly forty protests a day, this is double what it was in July. Meanwhile, crime and
criminal violence has also seen a rise with the country facing one of the highest
rates of violent deaths in the world, standing at 60.3 per 100,000 inhabitants. This
humanitarian crisis is likely to carry on into the near future due to continued poor
funding for aid. Venezuela’s Humanitarian Response Plan has been the second-
least funded in the world, spanning across both 2019 and 202

Alongside this, increasing fuel shortages have caused a rise in the cost of the
transport of goods including food and medicine, as well as volunteers for
humanitarian missions. The United Nations Office for the Coordination of
Humanitarian Affairs reports that administrative restrictions is also a key factor in
hampering the ability of humanitarian actors, including international NGOs, to aid
the growing crisis in Venezuela. Humanitarian volunteers thus end up facing
incredibly high access constraints, which  does not bode well in their mission to
combat this crisis. 
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To summarise, Venezuela has been plunged into economic chaos and socio-political
turmoil. Further sanctions on oil and COVID-19 restrictions have worsened food
shortages and overwhelmed an already crippled healthcare system. Response teams and
relief efforts have also been hindered due to the particular conditions of the country,
meaning that this crisis will continue, and social unrest will spiral. Venezuela desperately
requires the support of other nations in order to combat these issues, aid must be
provided at this crucial point in time, before the country collapses into total ruin. Western
states must be encouraged to utilise their powers and intervene, and the people of
Venezuela must be saved.

How You Can Help:
UNHCR - 

https://donate.unhcr.org/int/en/venezuela-emergency?
gclid=EAIaIQobChMIuNnvmdnE8gIVpejtCh0VAgnZEAAYASAAEgKFyfD_BwE&gclsrc=a
w.ds

Donations via the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR) will
provide Venezuelan refugees with ongoing relief and protection and help them
build a better future for their families. 

Save the Children - https://www.savethechildren.org/us/where-we-work/venezuela

Save the Children are providing emergency assistance to aid Venezuelan families in
accessing food, housing and other essentials. They have further set up safe play
spaces for children of such families, alongside learning centres for the continuation
of vital education. 

International Rescue Committee - https://www.rescue.org/country/venezuela
The IRC supports external organisations in assisting families in Venezuela who have
been severely affected by the economic downturn.

https://donate.unhcr.org/int/en/venezuela-emergency?gclid=EAIaIQobChMIuNnvmdnE8gIVpejtCh0VAgnZEAAYASAAEgKFyfD_BwE&gclsrc=aw.ds
https://www.savethechildren.org/us/where-we-work/venezuela
https://www.rescue.org/country/venezuela


“Hi everyone! Welcome, and I hope you enjoyed our August's UNA-YP Newsletter!

My name is Joseph, I am 22 years old, and I am Communications Manager at the UNA-

YP-UK. I am currently a postgraduate student at King’s College London studying MA

International Relations after completing a BSc Economics degree at the University of

Greenwich in 2020. A dual national of both the United Kingdom and Spain, I have

always had an interest in international affairs. My ambition is to work in the world of

Foreign Policy and Diplomacy. I joined the UNA-YP-UK, as a means to involve myself

further in the work and events of the United Nations in the UK, and also help engage

more students in such an exciting and dynamic world.”

 

MEET THE
AUTHORS

“I’m Lucas, I am of French nationality, and I am 20 years old. After completing a

bachelor’s in political science in the University of Paris Est Créteil in France, I decided to

cross the channel to complete a MA in International Relations at King’s College London.

Besides being passionate about the functioning of politics and its general concepts,

international politics have a special interest for me as I wish to pursue a career in

diplomacy. Despite having a diverse academic background, I have been mainly focusing

on the European Union and the Middle East and the challenges they face on migration,

human rights and democracy. For me, aside from being a great way to engage with

many future actors and leaders of world politics, and to take part in ongoing debates,

the UNA-YP represents an opportunity to contribute to the production and publishing

of written materials on topics related to present-day international relations.”
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"I am current second year student, studying Politics, Philosophy and Economics at the

University of Liverpool. Studying PPE has heightened my interests in current political

affairs as a whole, in particular international relations. Moreover, my interests in

development economics has further aided my passion for delving deeper into the roles

and functions of international governmental bodies. These interests have thus prompted

me to join the UNA-YP where I hope to be able to engage and embark on future career

opportunities".



“I am Shiva Pant from Delhi, India. I am a post-graduate student at King’s College

London pursuing International Relations. I moved to the UK from Japan where I

completed my undergraduate degree in Community and Regional Policy Science

Majors. As an IR student, my interest lies in various topics such as International

Humanitarian Law, Medieval European History, European Politics, Contemporary

Anglo-American politics, Middle Eastern Security Studies and South Asia/South East

Asian strategic studies. Currently, I am serving the role of a writer in UNAYP-UK. I

joined this organisation to write and conduct research on the above-listed issues and

how they have an impact on international politics and diplomacy. Dalai Lama once

said: World Peace begins with Inner Peace. This is the motto I live by because I

believe I can make a difference in the world, one small step at a time.”

MEET THE
AUTHORS
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My name is Nicholle and I have recently graduated from sixth-form, having studied A-

Level English Literature, Mathematics and Chemistry. I will be taking a gap year before

studying Education with Arts, Culture and Creativity at University. I have been working as

a Special Needs Education Assistant Teacher at a London state school, undergoing

training to redesign a GCSE education for the visually impaired, a role I will continue

throughout my gap year alongside researching the impacts of COVID-19 on education.

Especially interested in reimagining the future of education, my goal is to fully design

and implement a sustainable quality education system that reaches students from all

around the world. Being an editor and writer for the UNA-YP has provided an impactful

platform on which I hope to encourage the youths of the earth to never underestimate

their power, and empower us all to strive towards a better future that we shape together.

My name is Yasmin and I am currently studying International Relations and Korean at

SOAS, University of London. As a IR and Korean student, I have various passions in the

inter-relations of South and East Asia but also a strong interest in Environmental

politics and Ecology. Besides an interest in politics and history, my own South Asian

heritage has imbued a great sense of appreciation for languages, particularly from

South and East Asia. As a writer for UNA-YP, I hope to promote, learn and further

research humanitarian and diplomatic current affairs from ecological and subaltern

perspectives that are typically neglected. Thus, through joining the UNA-YP, I hope to

publish provocative written features on topical international affairs that encourage

greater involvement of youth voices.  
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The UNA-YP Blog, Artibus, welcomes

writers from all across. Anyone interested

in getting their work published with us,

subscribe to us via our website or

iInstagram and send us your articles at

marketing@unayp.uk. 

You might just see your work go up on our

website!

UNAYP Announcements
Goodbye Messages from our Departing Staff Members:

 
Sophia Suri - Director of Marketing and Communications

“As I step down as Director of Marketing and Communications, I look back on the past nine months
with pride and nostalgia. Starting with no team, I managed to find some of the most hard-working and
talented individuals to join me in rebuilding my whole department. My team and I hold the mission,
vision and value of the United Nations, and therefore, also that of the UNA-YP, very close to heart,
doing everything we can to help improve societies at large.
I have seen exponential growth in myself, my identity and my work, but most importantly, I have seen
my team grow in ways more than one, steadily rising to be the voice of the UNA-YP. I find great
pleasure in knowing that the strength of our organization will proceed to serve our members and
youth in the future. I have confidence that the new Director will continue to build on these
accomplishments and look forward to seeing the progress of our association through the years. 
I have been honoured to work alongside a great team who have accepted and responded to the
challenges our organization has faced over the last months. Lastly, I would like to share my
appreciation for those who have generously given up their free time to be board members. They have
continuously encouraged and participated in ensuring that voices are heard within the UNA-YP system.
Together we have worked diligently to move UNA-YP forward and make each passing month better.
I wish my entire team the utmost success in their careers. Thank you for the positive and enriching
experience you have given me throughout my time as your Director; it has certainly been a pleasure.

The best is yet to come!”
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Joseph A. Pengelly Del Cerro, Communications Manager

“Having spent the last few months creating and developing The Attache at the
UNAYP-UK with a wonderful team of Editors, Writers, and external authors
and professionals, it is sad to leave the project behind. However as I come to
the end of my Masters, I look fondly at what we have achieved over the
course of the summer and at the people I met at the organisation. Working
on the newsletter has allowed me to explore so many important issues and it
has been a pleasure to work with a committed group of such wonderful
individuals to produce content for our diverse membership. As I move onto
new projects, I know that The Attache will be in safe hands and continue to
investigate the important topics and events that shape the discourse of
international relations and diplomacy. 
All the best to all my colleagues and friends in the UNAYP and good luck with
all your future endeavours, 
Joseph”
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Shiva Pant, Writer

“All's well that ends well. Working as a writer for The Attache was a
journey worth taking. I still remember taking the first interview and
working on my cover letter for it. I am proud of what we have
achieved during this summer. All this wouldn’t be possible without
the help of such an amazing team who have worked so hard during
this summer amidst this pandemic. I wish you all of them the best
and would like to bid my goodbye to the team and The Attache. 

Thank You
Shiva”


